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PCML 2014

190 students
Rating 5/6
176 took exam
72% passed
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Intro to ML

Short course (3hrs)
In Zurich (Aug 2015)
200+ registered
120+ attended



Pattern Classification
and Machine Learning



Machine Learning



What is Machine Learning?

Take 1 minute and 

write you own definition



What is Machine Learning?

Making a computer intelligent

without explicitly programming it



AI is “software trying to emulate human minds”

ML is to “create that software from data”

Video link http://channel9.msdn.com/Series/Microsoft-Research-Luminaries/John-Platt-on-AI-Cortana-and-Project-Adam

http://channel9.msdn.com/Series/Microsoft-Research-Luminaries/John-Platt-on-AI-Cortana-and-Project-Adam


60’s Computer Revolution



AI brought a lot of hope



If-then-else = Intelligence



If-then-else << Intelligence



“Learn” to generate 
“inteligent” sofware



Learn from Experience



What is Machine Learning?

Making a computer intelligent

without explicitly programming it



ML is part of a scientific quest



Physics



Biology



A quest to understand
Intelligence

The human brain
Living beings



How do our brains
Represent,

Store,
Process,
Modify,

Information about the world?



Neuroscience
Psychology

Econometrics
Social science



ML is part of a scientific quest



But wait…., is it new?



Michael Osborne and Carl Frey’s presentation

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=13&ved=0CC0QFjACOAo&url=http://exeter-live.nsms.ox.ac.uk/sites/exeter/files/Machine Learning - Michael Osborne.pdf&ei=0JwMVPGfEoq9ygPBp4H4Dw&usg=AFQjCNGFg3wWFJBv76YoyNOwfAL8olWXjA&sig2=xvJzXqglorypN5JELB5Cvw&bvm=bv.74649129,d.bGQ


What is the difference between 
Artificial Intelligence, Data mining, 

Statistics, Machine Learning?

Discuss with your neighbors
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Artificial Intelligence

Let’s create intelligent software!
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Data Mining
Let’s find patterns in the data!
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Statistics
Let’s “describe” the data!

(using mathematics)
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Machine Learning
Let’s learn from data to do all that!
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Artificial Intelligence
Let’s create intelligent computers!

Data mining
Let’s find patterns in the data!

Statistics
Let’s describe the data!

Machine Learning
Let’s learn from experience to do all of that!
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Success Stories!
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http://research.google.com/archive/unsupervised_icml2012.html



http://www.extremetech.com/computing/167179-facebook-is-working-on-deep-learning-neural-
networks-to-learn-even-more-about-your-personal-life



http://recode.net/2014/05/27/googles-new-self-driving-car-ditches-the-steering-wheel/





http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-SJhlctsnGFA/UFYEW8c5VvI/AAAAAAAAACk/-
ZBbpmv886s/s1600/20100517_amazon.gif





http://info.wenweipo.com/attachments/2010/10/15324_201010301919144nUiS.jpg



http://mentalfloss.com/sites/default/files/styles/article_640x430/public/watson_jeopardy.jpg





Failures
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Read more about this at 
http://musicmachinery.com/2009/03/26
/help-my-ipod-thinks-im-emo-part-1/42



Read more about this at
http://fusion.net/story/159736/google-photos-
identified-black-people-as-gorillas-but-racist-software-isnt-new/

Data bias
= 

Racial bias
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Spam Failures
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On 20th Oct, please come to CE-4 



Why should you learn?
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Bad Reasons
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Everybody is doing it!



Demand







Good Career Taken from this blog

http://www.kdnuggets.com/2014/04/learning-teaching-machine-learning-personal-journey.html


Good Reasons

Challenging
Make a difference
See results quickly

Theory and application, both
Lot of fun! article

http://insideintercom.io/machine-learning-way-easier-than-it-looks/


Summary

• Machine learning is about making a computer 
intelligent without explicitly programming it

• Machine learning is part of a scientific quest

• Machine learning is related to many areas.

• Machine learning is very popular and useful, 
but one has to be careful as well.

• There are many good reasons to learn it.
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Self Assessment
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Thinking about ML, what comes to 
your mind?
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What is your ML Profile?

A. Statistics and numerical optimization

B. Scientific computing languages

C. Expertise in a data-domain

D. Data visualization

E. Technical communication

Based on the book “doing data science”
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Things to Think

• What is your ML profile?

• During the course, which areas would you 
want to improve?

• What would you ideal teammates profile look 
like (for the projects)?
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Myths and FAQs about Machine 
Learning and about this course
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Myth

“After this course, I will be a data scientist”

Sorry, not even close!
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Myth

“When my code runs, I am done”

Actually this is where you start ML!
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FAQ

“Why are you teaching me linear regression. I 
need to learn advanced ML methods”

No, you need to learn fundamentals.
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http://www.quora.com/Why-are-very-few-schools-involved-in-deep-learning-research-
Why-are-they-still-hooked-on-Bayesian-methods?
share=1&fb_action_ids=10152957116977143&fb_action_types=og.shares

http://www.quora.com/Why-are-very-few-schools-involved-in-deep-learning-research-


FAQ

“If I know numerical-optimization, what else do I 
need to know to know ML?”

There are fundamental differences between the 
two areas and if you don’t understand that, take 

this course.
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Myth

“I need complete course notes to learn”

No, you don’t. Research suggests that 
interactive-notes help retain long-term memory

My advice
Get used to it because you are going to do this 

all your life.
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FAQ

“I want course notes. I don’t want to look up 50 
different books and papers. GIVE ME COURSE 

NOTES”

Again, get used to this.
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FAQ

“I don’t need to come to the class, I can learn 
from Andrew Ng’s class, right?”

Great!
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